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Introduction
This was the seventh series of this Unit 2 exam, including the November 2012 resit. The
unit is divided into three sections: Section A (reading) which examines responses to a
Shakespeare play. Section B (reading) which examines responses to a prose text from a
different culture; and Section C (writing) which examines students' ability to construct and
develop an accurate piece of written prose.
Of the three Shakespeare plays offered for selection, 'Romeo and Juliet' was again the most
popular choice, followed by 'Macbeth'. A smaller number of students chose 'The Merchant
of Venice.' By far the most popular prose text was John Steinbeck's, 'Of Mice and Men' with
a smaller number of students opting for Cormier's 'Heroes.' Fewer students selected one of
the five other options.
This unit is offered at both Foundation and Higher tiers and it clearly is in the best interests
of the students that they are entered for the appropriate tier.
There was far more evidence of planning and effective time management in this series. All
questions were answered in the majority of cases and there were very few answers where
students had not made a reasonable attempt at the question. However, there was still
some evidence of students spending too long on question a) and b) answers under Section
A and B and not allowing themselves enough time to complete question c) under A and
B in sufficient detail. It is therefore worth repeating the guidance on the timings we have
offered:

Sections A and B
Question (a) 7 marks, 8 minutes
Question (b) 7 marks, 8 minutes
Question (c) 10 marks, 12 minutes

Section C
48 marks, 45 minutes.
For the purposes of this report, I have concentrated my comments on the most popular
reading questions: 'Romeo and Juliet' (question 1) and 'Of Mice and Men' (question 7).
Comments on these questions can be applied to other Shakespeare and Prose questions as
appropriate.
I have also commented on both writing questions (11 and 12). I have selected students'
work to illustrate my points, focusing positively on those who were successful.
The many students who performed well were those who went about developing their work in
a focused and structured way, offering full responses. These students usually managed their
time correctly and had been very well prepared for the exam.
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Question 1
Section A Question (a)
This trait, of which students have studied about a nominated character in the extract
is usually answered successfully. To access band 3 the response must show ‘sound
understanding,’ or be ‘generally sound.’
In the ‘Romeo and Juliet’ extract Lord Capulet shows a wide range of characteristics e.g. he
is sympathetic to Romeo and cares about standards of behaviour, but seriously stamps his
authority when challenged by Tybalt. The vast majority of Foundation students were able to
identify some of Capulet’s characteristics. Many students were able to identify at least three
characteristics and offer some explanation about his character in the extract. Obviously
many focused on Capulet’s behaviour towards Tybalt.
An example of good practice is to use PEE (Point, Evidence, Explain) chains and to write
three separate paragraphs, each paragraph dealing with one main characteristic. This allows
the students to structure their answer.

Section A Question (b)
This question focuses on performance. A number of lines, usually about 6, are isolated from
the main extract and students are required to explain how the lines should be performed.
The more successful answers avoid writing comments on peripheral aspects (such as
costume, props and lighting) and concentrate on suggestions that highlight character,
situation and language.
It is often far more effective to make points about the tone of voice or facial expression
rather than suggest exaggerated dramatic gestures. Students should avoid suggesting
a sequence of movements designed to illustrate every other word in the extract. It is
extremely helpful if the student can visualise the scene clearly. In preparation they may
benefit from enacting whole scenes, delivering individual lines and playing the part of
director. They may then consider the use of pauses, or the reactions of more peripheral
characters such as the Lords in the 'Macbeth' extract. Students would certainly benefit if
they consider what impression is being made on the audience.
Many of the better answers in Band 3 not only suggest how the actors should be
performing the lines, but also why. When Lord Capulet realises that Tybalt is refusing to
comply with his initial instruction, his assertion of authority should inform suggestions about
his voice, facial expression and body language.
A number of students also successfully commented on the interplay between Macbeth, the
Ghost and the Lords.
Another example of good practice is to include a sentence starter such as:
‘I can imagine that....’
‘I want the audience to see ....’
This can help the students to ‘signpost’ that they are visualising the scene.
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Section A Question (c)
This asks students to consider a theme (here it was 'hatred' in 'Romeo and Juliet', 'fear' in
'Macbeth' and 'friendship' in 'The Merchant of Venice') and comment on its importance in
'one other' part of the play. Students should not range widely over different parts of the
play. The best answers chose a relevant scene, or part of a scene. Simple recounts get very
little reward and the key word here is 'importance.' Once the part has been identified (and
the student need not quote any Act and Scene numbers, but simply say something like,
'the part where Romeo kills Tybalt') the notion of 'importance' can then be interpreted in
different ways. One is to see it as a driver of the plot. Another is to consider what it teaches
us about a character or a relationship. One might consider its impact on the audience,
or what it tells us about the way Shakespeare is using it to communicate ideas or even to
structure the play.
This trait is worth 10 marks and it is often the one on which students write the least. This
may be because they have spent too long on earlier questions and have run out of time.
However, it may be because they are not sure what to write. The best advice to help with
the latter is:
Don't write a long account of what happens in the scene or part
Do focus on one or more of the emboldened words above.
Some students have found the acronym CRISP helpful in memorising the key emboldened
words.
Romeo's killing of Tybalt might show us that Romeo acts impulsively, one of his central
characteristics. It also shows us that this one key event determines and drives the future
plot of the play. Furthermore, it reveals Romeo's sense of fate, and foreshadows his
encounter with Paris in the graveyard.
Answers to this trait still suffer from being too brief and it is suggested that centres should
focus their attention on how to answer this question in preparation for future series. The
issue of time management should also be considered and students should be reminded not
to spend too long on a) and b) answers.
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In this band 3 answer the student makes a number of points about Capulet with relevant
text references.

Examiner Comments

The student has offered a range of characteristics and
some balance to Capulet’s character.
Try and identify at least three different characteristics
and support with relevant evidence.
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In the b answer the candidate has made a consistent reference to the lines with valid
comments. The answer is Band 3.

Examiner Comments

The answer is well structured and with comments
on both ‘how’ the lines should be performed and
‘why’ the lines should be performed in that way.
Deal with both the ‘how’ and ‘why’ and try to
consider the impact on the audience.
This is a band 3 response that has some detailed
comments about the theme of hatred.
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Examiner Comments

The answer says something about how the theme
sheds light on characters, Shakepeare’s ideas and
how it drives the plot.

Examiner Tip

Don’t spend too long describing the events
in your chosen part of the play. Do keep your
answer focused on the importance of the theme.
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Section B Question (a)
This trait, is very similar to question b) in Section A, as students are asked what they have
learned about a nominated character in a given extract. This is a skills-based exam and
the skill here is to draw inferences from the extract and not be side-tracked into making
comments about the character from other parts of the novel. The vast majority of students
were able to draw out points about the character of Candy and the PEE (Point, Evidence,
Explan) approach can again be used successfully. Candy shows many facets of his character
in the extract and many students were able to offer supported interpretations, many with
sound and developed comments.

Section B Question (b)
This question can prove problematic for students who fail to realise that it is first and
foremost, a question about how language is used by the writer and not about a character, or
about any other feature mentioned in the question. The ‘Of Mice and Men’ question was not
so much about Crooks, or how he is treated, but how Steinbeck uses language to present
the treatment of Crooks. Unfortunately a significant number of Foundation Tier students
were still essentially writing about the treatment of Crooks in the extract, rather than
considering the writer at work.
Successful students were able to pick out words and phrases that highlighted the racist and
brutal treatment of Crooks.
A significant number of students benefitted from being equipped with some sentence
starters such as:
• 'The word.......shows that...... .'
•  ' The use of the phrase/description/simile/metaphor ........... suggests.....'.
Please remember that it is not necessary to use technical terms to gain high marks but an
understanding of them can be helpful to students. Practice in word and phrase analysis is
probably the key to success on the b) question.

Section B Question (c)
This trait examines students' ability to fulfil two assessment objectives: A02ii and A02iv.
As with the Section A question c, there is a requirement to consider the importance of a
theme in the student's chosen part of the text, but also some additional reference must be
made to the social, cultural and historical context of the text.
If a student chooses several parts of the text on which to base their answer, examiners
will only mark the section of an answer which gives the best response to the question. It is
certainly the case that far fewer students are now selecting multiple parts, ranging across
the novella.
The contextual element to the question is being approached with more success now that
students are realising that general comments about the Dust Bowl and what happened in
1930's America are not what is required. It is much more apposite to make comments about
how the theme impacts on the characters in the ranch and its hierarchy.
The ‘Of Mice and Men’ question was about explaining the importance of conflict in one
other part of the novel. Many answers dealt with the conflict between Lennie and Curley,
or Lennie and Curley's wife. Some students drifted into a narrative of the plot, rather than
emphasising the importance of the theme in the selected part. Again, the CRISP acronym is
very useful, providing a focus for answers to the c question.
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In this band 3 answer the candidate offers three well structured paragraphs.
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Examiner Comments

Although the first paragraph has some
validity, paragraphs 2 and 3 are stronger.
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Examiner Tip

Point Evidence Explain with three separate
paragraphs is a good structure for you to follow.

In this band 3 answer the candidate focuses on the writer at work.
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Examiner Comments

Although the first paragraph has some
validity, paragraphs 2 and 3 are stronger.
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Examiner Tip

‘Zoom in’ on specific words and phrases and
then ‘zoom out’ and comment on what you
think the writer’s intentions may have been.

In this band 3 (c) answer the student makes an appropriate identification of conflict in 'one
other part of the play.'

Examiner Comments

The student provides relevant
details from the scene and the
impact on the characters.

Examiner Tip

Make sure you deal with the wider
context when explaining the
importance of the theme.
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Question 11
Section C
Here students have a choice of questions. In each case guidance was offered in the form of
bullet points. Take up of the questions was divided fairly equally between the two and in this
series it was pleasing to see that most students had little difficulty in developing their ideas.
It must be remembered that this is partly a test of appropriate writing skills. Good content
can be easily undermined if no due consideration is given to sentences and paragraphing.
Students must remember that they have an obligation to communicate clearly to the reader.
However, it was very pleasing to see that there were fewer limited answers and most
Foundation Tier students responded very positively to the writing task.
This question invited students to write a magazine article for teenagers suggesting ways
the lives of teenagers could be improved. This allowed students to adopt a wide range of
approaches, which varied in tone and content. For example, some adopted a more light
hearted approach, dealing with issues such as: dating and part-time work commitments.
Other students dealt with more serious issues such as: exam pressures, cyber bullying
and alcohol and drug problems. The wide question made for some engaging and original
responses. There were still a number of students who failed to develop their ideas and
produced a brief response. These answers generally limit themselves to the lower bands.
The better students developed their ideas using a coherent plan.
This script in band 5 expresses and develops ideas appropriately. It has sound organisation
and makes a successful use of cohesive devices.
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Examiner Comments

The student offers solutions to the identified
problems and does not forget the purpose
and intended audience of the writing.

Examiner Tip

Organise your writing into paragraphs
and develop your ideas. It is also a
good idea to try and write a concluding
sentence in each paragraph.
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Question 12
There were some heartfelt responses to question 12, a speech about the importance of
friendship. A significant number of scripts adopted the speech form and some scripts
presented appropriate features e.g. rhetorical devices and punctuation used for deliberate
effect. Less successful answers tended to drift into repetitive generalisations about
friendship and its merits. Some students could only offer rather superficial and generalised
comments about friendship.
The better students adopted a suitable voice and were able to produce convincing speeches.
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Examiner Comments

There is sound control of expression and
meaning with a variety of sentence
structures used. There is also sound control
of punctuation and accurate spelling.
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Examiner Tip

Always write in the correct form and use
ambitious vocabulary to explain your ideas.

Paper Summary
A much smaller number of students took the paper in this series and the standard of entry
showed some improvement. This may have been in part due to the nature of the cohort
for this November 2013 exam. Good planning and time management are an increasingly
impressive feature of many students' work. Students are generally well prepared and have
clearly practised the type of questions they will encounter. As a result, answers are more
developed.
Answers to the Section A and B (c) questions are still sometimes the
exception and can be underdeveloped. Some answers are still mainly focused on plot.
Centres may need to consider different approaches to these questions and also may
need consider further the balance of marks across the Section A and B questions.

Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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